HARVARD BRIDGE IS TO BE REPAIRED.

A last we have a promise to have Harvard Bridge repaired. No longer shall we have to walk our two third step in crossing to and from the Institute. Herebefore what we have saved in carfare we have spent in shoes. The Commissioner of Bridges admits that the walks on Harvard Bridge are in a very poor condition. He also states that they have been down fifteen years. They look it. It is high time they were repaired again. Money was appropriated for this purpose last year but not yet are they told. In fact it was just enough to cover the repair of the road bed. May we here inquire whether the Commissioner on Appropriations has ever taken the trouble to walk across the bridge?

The appropriation was not large enough. Is then, the lack of proper acumen on the part of this commission the reason? If so why are they in charge of the city's funds? Perhaps it is the lack of funds which keeps such an important public utility as Harvard Bridge in a state of disrepair. If this is the case, more foresight should be shown in making out the tax budget. If it is in the interest of the city to keep Cambridge in a state of repair Cambridge had better take its Commission on Appropriations.

Competent engineers are necessary throughout the country. Why not start in Cambridge?

Surely Cambridge has enough civic pride not to resent taxation for the repair of bridge repair. In many, if not most communalities throughout the country, road and bridge repair are of prime importance. Cambridge has improved its roads. But why stop at roads? Improve the walks too. Start on Harvard Bridge.

DO YOU KNOW A TECH SONG?

C An you sing the Tech songs? Can you sing any of the Tech songs? From the showings that have been made at the dinners and smokers given at the Institute this year, it would seem that the chances are against your knowing even your names. Why is that? Was not such a state of affairs should exist in any college seems unthinkable, but that this condition does exist is an undeniable fact, for the response to a call for a song is rarely more than an uncertain, wavering noise, and this even thought the T. C. A. Hibles are resorted to.

The two songs most often sung, "Take Me Back to Tech" and the "Stain Song" both have almost universally known music, and certainly a tremendous task to learn the words, even though there he added two other favorite songs, "The Cardinal and the Grey" and "Dear Old M. I. T." It would seem that a great at Technology would make sure to know his songs, if only to save having to answer "I don't know" to an outsider's question "What are the Tech songs?" Get out your hibbes or your song books, and the next time you go to a smoker let every one around you know you are there.

Twenty-five years ago today at Technology.

A fire was narrowly averted in the dark room of the Architectural Building by the prompt response of the students.

The blaze only sat for its picture at Huntington's. THE TECH Board held an impromptu dinner at the "Old Elm." The Institute Committee formally opened a competition in designs for a representative Technology pin.

The class in American History listened to a delightful 7-kp by President Walker on "some of the effects of the civil war."

Christmas Shopping

Why not make your gifts distinctive this Christmas. Your friends and relatives will get many presents, but you are the only one that can give them a piece of Tech Jewelry. Cigarette Cases, Match Boxes, rings, Brooches and Lalavieres, all have the Tech Seal in Tech Colors upon them.

And a box of Cigars to the man who signs and sends the checks will be an amiss, We offer no advice in regard to a big box of Page & Shaw's.

Buy at your store and get a dividend.

Technology Branch

5 a package before the war

5 a package during the war

5 a package now

The Flavor Lasts So Does The Price!